Section 1. Title
Need for Order Lacking in All members making Noise Bill (NOLAN Bill)

Sections 2. Statement of Purpose
Upon the departure of President Peterson, his gavel will follow him and, as is stated in the Bylaws (section V, 6, b, v) and common practice among governing bodies, we will be in need of a new gavel. This bill shall seek to fill this void by purchasing a gavel for use by WCSA in perpetua.

Section 3. Statement of Policy
To provide $17 for a $14.99 gavel and any additional taxes and/or fees.

Section 4. Enactment
Upon the passage of this bill, the Senator Anderson shall purchase the aforementioned gavel from Amazon.com.

Section 5. Appropriation
$14.99 plus any taxes and/or fees incurred in the purchase of the gavel shall reimbursed to Senator Anderson by Trae Rutherford III.